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ABSTRACT
The research reported is an attempt at construct

validation of a proposed measure of administrator authenticity --
Seemans scale of ambivalence toward leadership ideology. Seeman had
implied that leaders who are more ambivalent would be less
susceptible to reality distortion. Using Rokeachos dogmatism scale as
an indicator of susceptibility to reality distortion, the research
reported here failed to support this assumption. This may reflect
some doubt on the construct validity of the only existing
authenticity-index in the current 'research literature..(Auther)
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Since Sartre'- -s (1948: 92-93) introduction of the authenticity- inauthen-

ticity concept, it ,haa- appeared with- increasing frequency in the literature

dealing- with-organiiational -and_ administrative-behavior. For example, the

concept guided the research .of Rome and Rome -(1967)-on Leviathan, a simula-

ted organization, _although .they indicated that they- had no_ particularly fixed

preConceptions about -what forms authenticity must take. Their -(Rome and Rome,

1967: 185) definition of authenticity for an organization paralleled that of

Sartre's (1948: 90) for an individual: '!A_ hierarchioal orgariitation, in short,

like an individual perton,_ 'authentic' to the extent that, throughout Its

leadership, it accepts- ita= finitude, undertainty, _and_ COntingenay;_ realizes

its Capacity for responsibility and Choice; acknowledges gui=lt and errors;

ita creative managerial -potential for flexible: planning, growth, and

charter or -policy formation, and responsibly participates in the wider Community."

Halpin and_ Croft (1963a,_ b; 1966) used authentioity-
...1-highorder in-,

tervening -variable in attempting to explain certain findingS social-=psycho-

logical climates in their study of 71 public elementary school -s. They (Halpin

and- Croft, 1966: 204) defined- authenticity as profesSional roles remaining se-

condary to- what the individual, himself -is as a _person. EtziOrii (=1968: -88i)

recentlY propoSed that =authenticity cOuld- be -uied- to describe -a- -social- con-

dition -in -whith the appearance and- underlying -structure are -both reSponSive to-

-basic human - needs:

Although the- concept .seems promising - for describing- organizational and -ad=

thiniattative behavior, it -has- liot yielded readily to attempts at measurement.

In the applications cited, the concept probably representS a-zkind _of Summative

*AdminiStrative Science Quarterly, Volume 16, Numbe r 1 Watch, 1971) pp. 108-

112.
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unit, according to Dubin (1969: 62) USeftil in a somewhat global. sense,

but of little value in development of theoretical models.

Seeman (1960, 1966) is-the only-investigator to propose a direct measure

of inauthenticity. Although his-research focused on public school- superinten-

dents and-principals-, he speculated that institutional leaders in general might

ba more likely to show inauthentit behaViar than their subordinates. Suggesting

his-Measure of ambiValencetwarclIeadership ideology-aS-an index-of inauthen-

ticity, he (SeeMan 1960, 1966) indicated that more ambivalent-school leaders

were less likely toshow reality distortion than less ambivalent leaders.

The _pukpose-of thiS-paper is to-report recent empiriCal researdh=on the

construct validity of SeeMan!s (1960, 1966) propoSedmeasUke of inauthenticity

in leaders.

Inauthenticity, AMbivalence, and-DOgmatism

Referring_to certain' research data of-Adorno et al. (1950), Rinder and

CaMpbell (1952: 270) SpeCulatedthat persons -using repreSsion, denial, and re=

actibn=formation in handling Of ambivalence and Conflict might be-called in=

authentic- Seeman (1960: 142-143) endorsed this viewpoint and further.Speci-

fied 11960i 103)- that inauthenticity-might be applied to "the leader who lets

his -- occupancy -of highstatus pOsition=influence hiS-decision - making -in -an

realistic- way because-Of the stereotype he holds regarding the requirement of

that position."

Seeman 11960: 58-59) called-attelition to observed-discrepancies between

interview and questionnaire-data On ambivalence toward leader-Ship ideology _in

laiS research with school superintendents-and principals. He found, for example,

that Superintendents .ho earned-low scores on his_questAonnaire on ambivalence
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toward -leadership ideology confided during personal followup interviews that
actually they- had experienced far more diffidulty in making choices on the am-
bivalence questions than their -scores indicated. He -(1960: 34) pointed- out "thiS
readiness to deny choice-difficulty-may be a case of 'inauthehtic' leader beha-
vior that is, responding with conviction 'real leaders'- should... .-"

Whrle recogniking- the _possibility that institutional leaders, as a general
dlaSs of subjects, might well prove colleCtiVely to be more likely to -deny _the
_ambiValenbe of leaderShip ideology than SubordinateS,_ Seeman (1960) also impli-
ditly proposed -that within this sociological class of subjects, institutional
leaders, :there would be individual differences -in reality orientation. Seeirtah-

-(1960:. 56)- -observed- Some- Slight -suPpOrt fcir the -view that "those leaders Whb
might be called 'realists' ara thoSe -who- neither deny- choice difficulty- -nor ex-
aggerate it."

AlthOugh initial Pearson product- moment-- correlation -coefficients intli-,..:atz.d

statistical independence- between school leaders'- scores oh-the -measure of alibi=
valende toward -leadership_ ideology _and an- evaluation and" various deSCriptiotiS.),
of their -leader :behavior by _teachers-, slight curvilinear tendencies observed- in
the -data prompted -him to reanalyze- it fuSing the correlation ratio (eta)=. Moder=

ate correlation coefficients resulted, _only one- of which attained_ the .05 level
of confidence. In considering thiS finding, ho.wever, Seeman (1969: 56) proposed
that "here _are tentative groundS for -belief that those whO may be called the
'realists' ... are described as most effective.,"

Similarly, ArgyriS 4-1957:- 207) suggested that effective leadership -might be
described- as reality-centered leaderShip, and that choides of leaderShip pattern
shOUld_ be- based- upon an accurate diagnosis of the-situation- in -which -the leader
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is imbedded. Halpin and Croft (1966: 206) noted that Argyris' reality-centered-

leadership appeared to refer to leader authenticity , but, none of these writers
proposed a direct approach to measurement of these concepts.

Rokeach, however, has develoPed a theory and assessment procedure which
seem to -hold Some promise. He (1960: 57) defined the extent to which a person's
belief system Was open as:-

the extent to- which a person can receive, evaluate, and,act on relevant information received from the outside onits own intrinsic _merits, unencuMbered by irrelevant fad-torS in the situation arising froth within the person orfrom the outside.

He- developed a clegmatiSm--Sdale and found- that _anthivalence- toward parents was
more -freqUently expressed-by- open Minded subjects- than by those who were closed
Minded, a finding -which -repliaated- data -on anxiety -and ambivalence toward author-
ity figures in Adorno :(1950)-.

Rokeach's 1-1960) dogmatism-scale theeined to be -a valid criterion measure,-
independent -of Seeman'e -(1960) arribiValenCe scale,- for assessing the degree to
-which a leader- was tealitY -centered- Or cognitively open an the psychological sense -.
It was- hypothesized that seheol -leaders earning high -scores -on Seeman's -(1960)
measure -of ambivalence toward leadership ideology would_ tend to earn- low scores
On _Rokeadh'S dogmatism scale, Iow- scores indicating open thinclednesS, Some -of Hal-
pin- and Crofts-1' speculations tend to_ support this-par ticular hypothesis. They
(1-966: 2-30 su_ggeStt-1- that SeeMan-'S -ambivalence measure, if valid' as an index of
inauthentieity,- should discriminate- between adminiStraters and staff members of
Schools having open as opposed to closed )rganizational cli-niateS.- Moreover, they
(Halpin and croft, 1966: 176)- -noted- that open mindedness and closed MindedneSS
were analogous to their conceptions -of open and closed organizational climates.
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Empirical Teat _and Findings

The firstrteSt of the hypothesiS was made during- the summer of -1968 at a
2-Week summer workshop -or institute for -practicing school _administrators- and
supervisors. This was conducted- and sponsored by the college of education Of-

a large, midweStern- state university and cosponsored -by the several -profes-
.sional associations of _public School_ administrators of that particular state.
The 34 participantS the workshop, -representing a number of Midwestern states,
-were informed -that the propoSed research had no relation to- their work in the
institute, and they all agreed-to cooperate in the study. 'First Seeman' -s- (1960)

Leadership - Ideology and Ambivalence_ Scale: waS administered, then Rokeach'S

-(1960) -DorlMatism Scale;_ Form-E.

The- Seeman Seale (1960: 142=143) is a 10 item, forced-choice measure adapted
froth Guttman and Subhman (1947)... Eadh forced-choice item on leadership ideologY
-is -followed by- -a question -about the diffibulty_ _of the- deciSion, that_ is, the am=
-bivalence--Scale,_ which was the major concern of the present research. ResponSe

alternatives. on the- atbivalerice- s-cale -range from very hard with a score of 4,
though not at 11-1 hard:with a score of 1, although Seeman-'s 1960 original pro=
cedure had- a possible range from 0 to 9. Tot41 scores could range .form 10 to 40.
Two sample items. _from the 10 item scale, together with. accompanying: instructions
to tespondentS, are:

This section_ deals with your opinion- -about an ideal -school
leader-.

Directions: Please make a choide for every question. checkthe answer you choose and then indicate for each how hard itwas for yOti to make your choice.

1. a. DO you think an ideal leader should generally
fit hiS ideaS into a group diSeussion in about
the same way as Other mcmbers of the group:

tell the -group at the outset what hiS ideaS on
the subject are?
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b. HoW -hard was it for -you to make you choice?
-Very hard- 3 Fairly hard 2 Not so hard I _Not hard

at all

2-. a. Where a student's passing or failing is doubtful, do
you think an ideal leader should

leave the decision up to you?
pretty much take responsibility for the
final decision?

b.- How hard was it for you to make your choice?
Very hard Fairly hard Not so hard Not hard

at all

The Dogmatism Scale, Form E, is a Likert-type scale consisting of 40 items

(Rokeach, 1960: 72-80). Total scores can range from 40 to 280, with low scorers

considered open minded, and high scorers- closed minded, that is, more dogmatic.

Two sample items from the Dogmatism Scale, Form E, together with instructions to

responderltS-, are:

Direetioner The following- is a study of what the general
public- thinks and feels about a number of important Se,.1 al
and personal queStions. The best answer- to each statement
below iS You personal opinicin. . -Mark eaeh Statement in
the -left margin according to how much you agree or diSagtee
with it. PleaSe: mark every one. Write +1,- +2, +3, Or -1,

depending On :how you feel in each ease.

+11:_ I AGREE A LITTLE -1: I DISAGREE A LITTLE
+2-: I AGREE-ON THE WHOLE- -2: I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
+-3:- I AGREE VERY MUCH_ -3; -I- DISAGREE VERY MUCH

1. -The =United- States _and- RusSia have just about nothing in common.

2. It iS only natural that a person wOuld have a Much better -ac-
quaintance with ideaS he believes in than with ideaS he opposet.

A PearSon product-moment correlational analysis of the data from the 34

WorkShop partidipants yielded a coefficient of +.88, ,significant beyond the .001

level of confidence, which contradict0:e1 the hypothesis. Seeman, 11960) had ob-

served curvilinear tendencies in a scatterplot analysis of his original- ambi-

valence data. Therefore a scatterplot analysis was made, but no curvilinear

tendency was evident, so the Pearson product-moment linear correlational model-

waS considered appropriate in this analySis.
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Further studies were undertaken with folic additional samples of subjects,

graduate students,in education at a large, southern, state university. Three

groups included practicing-or student public school administratns: 19-in an

introductory school administration course in-the fall of 1968, 21 in a leader-

ship training laboratory in the spring of 1969,- and 22 in a leadi:rship training

laboratory in the spring of 1970. The rourth group, 33 st tdeuts to an advanced

educational psychology course, composed-almost exclusively of classroom teachers

in public schools, was included because Seeman (1960: 52-!4) had found that

teachers responded-to his scales somewhat differently from-superintendents-and_

principals. Tcst procedures-for each of these additional lour samples- of-subject.s

repeated those employed with -the -first sample. Since three of -these samples were

-smaller than the desired minimum of 30 for use -of the FearSon product-moment -cor-

relation analysis used-With the first-sample, Spearman's rank-difference method

was- applied across- all four _samples.

1tesulting-correlation coefficients, all rn the positive direction -and at-

taining significance at-or beyong-the .01 level of-confidence, tor each= of -the-

four samples were, +,68 for the 19 subjects in the introductory school adminis-

tration course; +.56 for the 21 students-in the leadership-training laboratory

during-the-spring of 1969y +.-58 for-22 practicing or aspiring _fpublic-school

supervisors enrolled in the leadership training laboratory during the spring Of

1970; -and +.59-for the 33 students-in the advanced educational-_psychology course.

Thus, data from all tive-samples of subjects contradict the- hypothesis.- 'See-

man's- (1960) measure of- ambivalence toward
-leadership Ideology-appears-to-be re-

lated highly and positively to-Rokeach"s- (1960) DogMatism Scale.
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DISCUSSION

This -finding-defies the logic of the guiding )ypothisis. Moreover, addi-

tional evidence indicated that only one item-of the 10-item -leadership ideology

scale, item 9-, was related- to dogmatism, as indicated by point biserial corre-

lations between the two choice alternatives on the leadership ideology subscale

and scores on the Dogmatism Scale. A correlation Coefficient of -.54 contradic-

ted the expectation that the particpative rather than -the authoritarian alter-7,

native would tend-tó be -chosen by the open minded subjects.

On the basis of the findings it is not possible to specify clearly whether

Seeman"S (1960) ambivalence measure-, that is, _index of .i.nauthenticity, -Rokeach's-

(1960- Dogmatism= Scale, or -the -construct _of authenticity and- inauthenticity-larzk

validity. As noted= -by Cronbach and Meehl- (1967: 63) -:

If two tests are presumed _to measure the-same construct,
a correlation between them is- predicted.

If the r.b-7--
tained correlation-- departs from -the expection, -hbwever,
-there is no way- to know -whether the fault lies in test- ,_
-test 13_,, or the formation : -ofthe =construct.

F11- we_ really know, -based on-the evidence--of the- present study, is- that something

-is- wrong, either -logically -or ieripirically; for the anticipated -relationship between

ambivalence-and-dogmatism was rather forcibly- contradicted by the empirical data.

Although these findings piot:ide no real hisis for assigning_ greater or lester

weights _to the construct validity of -one or the other _Of the two -measures ,_ if it

were- possible to assume the hypothesis sound, one may _impute- greater Verith ty to=

Rokeach's dogmatism scale as a measure -of- authenticity kr: -the psychological sense-

of- the term, _in that there has been -more research- on it (Rokeach -, 19601.. -However,

-it must be noted that Seeman's (1960) primary research_ concern was with the socio-

logical, not the- psychological, aspects of ambivalence toward leadership ideology

and- inauthenti city. He (1960: 52) specified_ that "the concept -of-ambivalence is
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used here, nOt in the sense of deep,-lying _'Jnces;i:ed i.rs,nnli-y e but .

simply as difficulty-of choice."

Unfortunately, while appearing to possess considerable promise for theories

of organizational and administrative behavior, the concept of authenticity and

inatithenticity continues to be behaViorally elusive, as demonstrated_by the -re-

Search just reported. While Seeman-'s (1960) ambivalence measure was conceived

within- -the context of Sociological research, the findings reported here might

be construed as casting some -doubt on its validity, at least as a psychological

index of inauthentitity.

The-elusiveness-of the toncept should-tic:it be too surprising,- for even-the

most cursory review of the literature dealing with the concept inditatet con-

siderable complekity- (BrUmbaugh,_ 1969)- Atitheriticity, as a construct, -is quite

likely to-be multiditenSfonal. To propose one approach-to its empirical defini-

tion, therefOrev is- merely to scratch the Surface-of the problem. -00y_such at

tempts will be needeclif autheatioity as a scientifid construct-is to-be of use

eventually to the researche and theoretician.

SUMMARY .4',4Yrr

Although=the authentitity=inatithenticity ,:oncept-has appear,zd- with indreas=

ing frequency- in the literature dealing with-organizational ancladminiStrative-be

havicr, its typical use has been in a global sense, but of iittiv valuern develop=

ing theoretical irodels, Seeman 119601 thus -far _retains the only investigator to

proPOSe a-direct measure of inauthenticity. Suggesting-his ambivalence toward lead=

ekship ideology measure as an- index of lhauthenti..,ity, i-.eeman il(2!60: 56! implied

that more ambivalent sr7hOol leaders-were less susceptib;eto reality distortion

than leSs ambivalent leaders. Rokeach's dogmatism scale:-was odne_idered to be an-
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index of susceptibility to reality distottlon a.ithenttci:ty in the psycho-

logical sense, but the findings contradicted the hypothesis that ambivalence

will be inversely related to dogmatism, thus calling into some question the

validity of -the ambivalence- measure.

While the authenticity-inauthenticity concept haS inspired the confidence

of a number of researchers of organitational and administrative behavior, its

real promise as a viable conceptual unit in the formation and development of

theory haS yet to be demonstrated.

Robert B. Brumbaugh is director of researc.h at Kutztown State College
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